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Our Approach to Value for Money

At Family Housing we know how important it is to provide the best value for money we can for our 
tenants and service users. As a social landlord our main income is rent, and it’s important that we 
make every pound go as far as possible in benefitting our tenants and neighbourhoods. Any surplus 
we make is invested into our homes and communities, so we will always plan to be as efficient and 
effective as possible in all our activities. The current economic climate and the challenges we face 
mean that it’s more important than ever that we deliver a service that is value for money.

Many of our tenants will be affected by recent welfare reform changes, constraining their income. This 
means that we need to be efficient at collecting our income, economic with how we use it and make 
sure that when we invest, the money is used effectively to benefit our tenants. To do these things we 
know that we need to listen to what our tenants want and be innovative in how we provide services; 
saving time and money wherever possible without compromising service delivery.

Achieving value for money means we can provide homes of a good standard to those who need 
them, attractive neighbourhoods where people want to live and a range of programmes to help 
improve tenant life chances through employment and better health & wellbeing.



Our Vision, Mission and Priorities

Our mission is to create strong, vibrant and 
resilient communities where people can live 
active, fulfilling, lives - living independently 
and safely.

Our Vision is that by 2025 we will be a landlord; 
employer and partner of choice; we will continue to 
make a positive difference to the lives of our tenants, 
staff and the communities we work in; 
we will have achieved an ambitious development 
programme and supported the foundational economy 
within the areas we work in Wales. 
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Our business priorities are:- To secure the 
best possible
 future for our 
 current and 

future tenants

To be able to 
 develop and 

innovate

To be a 
 financially strong 

organisation that is 
resilient to changes in 

the external 
environment

To provide security for 
staf; 

great work environment, 
opportunities for 

development, growth 
and progression
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In order to deliver our vision, it is essential that we make the best use of the resources available to 
us, and therefore we will:

Create a culture that 
enables everyone to 
contribute towards 

VFM

The traditional definition of value for money is 
“the optimal use of resources to achieve the intended outcomes”. 

This should be achieved with a balance of economy, efficiency, efectiveness and equity.

Our approach to VFM has been embedded in our Self-Evaluation process and we consider:

Peer benchmarking 
and comparison

VFM, Social Value and Transparency

Concentrate on 
those things that 
add value to our 
customers, as 
interpreted by 

them

Where possible, 
achieve added value 

from the
resources we use to 

enhance the lives of our 
customers

Ensure what we 
do is done as 
efficiently and 
cost effectively 

as possible

Costs, and 
cost drivers

Areas where 
savings can be 
made, with least 

impact on 
satisfaction

Areas where 
improvements can 

be made with 
maximum impact 

on satisfaction



The report also highlights that Family Housing 
senior management pay come down by 8.2% 

The largest drop in the sector,
indicating we are putting more 
money back into communities and 
looking after our homes. 
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In addition to the direct benefits to our customers and stakeholders, delivered 
through the association’s services, our position as a dynamic social company 
enables us to achieve added benefits to our tenants and the community in which 
they live through our business activities. As a responsible business we will 
contribute our fair share in achieving the ambitious vision set by the Welsh 
Government in its Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act. At Family 
Housing our tenants, staff and Board Members began to articulate a vision for the 
future and the part we play in enabling the Future Generation Act.

Understanding social value is not easy or an exact science. The value of a 
community clear up cannot be fully captured in words or numbers. The impact on 
someone’s life of a new home, helping someone reduce their debts can 
significantly lower levels of stress, which is difficult to pin down in a figure. We 
aim to do so much more than simply provide a home and we hope this report 
demonstrates that.

In 2018 CHC undertook a review of Welsh housing associations Senior 
Management pay. The Pay Transparency Report commissioned represents 36 
Welsh Housing Associations and provides a transparent and open overview of 
senior pay rates in the social housing sector.

Well-being Goals

For every  of capital investment from the
 public purse, 

HA’s directly generate of output in Wales

£1

£14
£1bnLast year, HA’s invested more than

£1
remaining in the Welsh economy.

in communities throughout Wales,

with 89p in every

The review stated that Welsh housing associations provide huge value 
for money for the Welsh public;

The report follows a recommendation from the Public Accounts Committee to
generate greater transparency and openness in the sector.
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We ask our tenants how satisfied they are with the homes and services we provide. This enables us 
to understand satisfaction with our services and to benchmark our performance against other 
housing associations to identify areas we can improve. Almost 900 tenants took part in the recent 
survey with increased online response.

Areas of  Satisfaction

Satisfaction as a landlord

82% 
against 
the sector 
average of

81% 

80% 81% 

against 
the sector 
average of

General quality 
of your home

82% 81% 

against 
the sector 
average of

Neighbourhood
as a place to live

Maintaining the home

78% 73% 
against 
the sector 
average of

Value for money - Rent

77% 
against 
the sector 
average of

77% 

against 
the sector 
average of

71% 63% 

Listen to views 
and act upon them

against 
the sector 
average of70% 71% 

Value for money - Service Charge 
Provide information that 
is helpful and accessible

81% 

Tenant Satisfaction
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Family Housing Association has been working to improve governance and financial performance. 
Improvements can be seen across the Association, in particular, increased headroom along with 
increased investment in our housing stock.  

Review of the audited accounts of housing associations in Wales, demonstrates the improving 
performance of the Association as well as highlighting the most significant challenge for FHA – how it 
can reduce its borrowing costs. 

We want to be resilient to external shocks and be able to develop more homes, invest in our current 
stock and services and to be able to recognises & support our staff to grow and development – in 
order to achieve these business priorities, we need to create greater financial capacity. 

We have undertaken the following actions: 

• A Treasury Strategy review
• Renegotiation of banking covenants
• Reviewed options to refinance bank loans

2018

FHA
Sector 

Average

Operating Surplus 31% 23%

Pre-tax surplus (£M) 2.1 -

Pre-tax surplus / turnover 10% 8%

Loans per unit £27,761 £23,877

Gearing 40% 40%

Interest Cover 1.8 2.31

Cost of Funds 5.8 4.8

Our Cost and Income
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We regularly compare our financial performance with the housing sector. It is important to us that we 
understand our cost to run the business, but also to make sure that we are delivering the best value 
to our tenants and stakeholders. The table below shows how we are performing against the sector on 
a number of the financial performance indicators.

• We have increased invest in our homes to provide tenants with modern facilities. 
• We have committed to meet the Welsh Housing Quality Standard, a national standard of 

quality for homes set by the Welsh Government, by December 2020. 

Sector Value for Money Indicators
FHA
2017

FHA
2018

Sector 
Performance

Total operating costs per social housing unit £3,947 £4,063 £3,197

Management costs per social housing unit £1,979 £2,045 £1,222

Reactive repair costs per social housing unit £1,091 £1,150 £1,131

Major repairs and component costs per social 
housing unit (Capital Expenditure)

£387 £330 £970

Major repairs and component costs per social 
housing unit (Capital & Revenue Expenditure)

£421 £370 £1,257

Bad debts per social housing unit £71 £35 £32

Weighted Average Cost of Capital 5.7 5.8 4.8

Gross Arrears/Social Housing turnover 4.8% 4.5% 4.5%

Turnover per Social Housing unit £6,884 £7,279 £5,294

Rental void loss per Social Housing unit £142 £76 £79

Benchmarking and Performance

Our performance indicates that our cost base in relation to housing management and repairs service 
has increased. This is because we include supported housing services in the calculation. We provide 
significant level of supported housing services and the level of support varies which has a higher 
cost. Gross arrears, void loss and turnover performance is strong when compared with the sector. 
We have done a lot of work to bring down voids in our extra care schemes and these areas have 
been prioritised within our business and operational plans.    
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In addition to the direct benefits to our tenants and stakeholders, delivered through the organisation’s 
services, our ethos as a dynamic social company enables us to achieve added benefits to our 
tenants and the community in which they live. We will strive to maximise the value from all our 
activities e.g. 

• Seeking opportunities to invest in the local economy
• Seek volunteering
• Employment or training opportunities 
• Local community or environmental enhancements.  

Some Key Highlights:

We provided 20 students with work placements in our care and support 
section of the business, making sure that the next generation of 
workforce has the right skills and experience for the sector

Our Supported Housing schemes provide specialist mental health care, 
support and accommodation for people with severe and enduring mental 
health needs. Assessing the outcome on three of our service users using 
the HACT model and Value Calculator indicates we have saved the NHS 
and Social Care services in the region of £130K. We will continue to use 
this model to further assess the impact we make for our service users and 
partner organisations.  

The Money Solutions Team are on hand to help tenants facing financial 
hardship.
This year, the team successfully:
• Helped our tenants access housing and other benefits totalling over 

£300k
• Helped to clear nearly £28k of debt for tenants

Delivering Value to Tenants

We supported our tenants to successfully access over £440k of grants 
to adapt their homes, helping them to live in their homes for longer
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We recognise we have a role to play in helping our tenants sustain their tenancies, to build 
independence and to be part of their community. We contribute towards the alleviation and 
prevention of homelessness. We know that to do this we need to have productive partnerships with 
other organisations working in the communities that we serve and keep our empty homes to a 
minimum. 

Some Key Highlights:

Last 
year we have 

helped meet the 
housing needs of 307 

people and supported our 
partner local authorities in 

meeting their 
homelessness 
responsibilities

307
people
helped 

We 
supported 33 

people to move on from 
temporary 

accommodation to more 
long-term sustainable 

accommodation 
appropriate to their 

individual needs

33
people

supported 

Welfare reform 
is a challenge to us 

and the people who live in 
our homes, so we appointed 

two Money Solutions 
Officers to provide support2

Money 
Solution
Officers

 
Held 5 

rubbish amnesty days 
with over 5.88 tonnes of 

waste recycled. Saved over 
£6k clearance cost and 

reducing complaints 
significantly  

5.88
Tonnes £6k

Saved

5
rubbish amnesty days

Our Social Value Impact
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Our Plans for the Year Ahead
This self-assessment shows that the Association has made good progress. The overall VFM is a 
continuous process and we recognise that the quest to improve is never complete. Our approach is 
not just about reducing costs, but also about spending wisely. We will continue to ensure costs are 
closely scrutinised, but equally importantly we will focus on innovation and service delivery to 
maximise the return on our assets and our social value.

We are committed to improve our performance and efficiency to deliver best value for money to our 
tenants and stakeholders. We know we have a lot more to do, below is our VFM action plan which 
details areas where we intend to focus our efforts. These areas have been prioritised within our 
business and operational plans. 

Continue the work on our Treasury Strategy review, looking at
options to renegotiate our banking covenants and review options to 
refinance our bank loans

Further invest in our stock, Board has made a long-term financial 
commitment of £2.2m to achieve WHQS by end of 2020

Continue our plan to deliver around 350 new homes over the 
next five years

Over the coming 12 months we will:
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Introduce our new Family Housing App, ‘My Home 24/7’, 
improving the digital and self-serve options available to our customers, 
providing a much greater choice of how and when they access our 
services

Improve transparency reporting and effectively communicate our 
performance and how well we are doing against other similar 
organisations

Aim to spend 95p in every pound in Wales, supporting local 
businesses and the Welsh economy

Understand and address areas of tenant satisfaction that have 
declined. Set ourselves challenging targets on our front-line service 
performance, including on tenant arrears, void turnarounds and 
customer satisfaction

Continue to contribute our fair share in achieving the ambitious vision 
set by the Welsh Government in its Well-being of Future Generations 
(Wales) Act. 


